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this polish version of trivial pursuit is mostly the same as the original edition. however, the question topics were changed slightly. the new version of trivial pursuit sought to test a player's knowledge of polish culture, literature, and history. the questions in this edition focused on topics like poland's most famous writer, political leaders, and the country's most famous cities. this edition also included questions from the international version, so if you are familiar with this version of trivial pursuit, you'll know what to expect. this polish edition of trivial pursuit is played much like the international version, but with one key difference: it doesn't let you get a point by answering a question. the difference between
correct and incorrect answers are often a bit more obvious in this version of trivial pursuit . this polish version of trivial pursuit also includes many of the same questions as its international counterpart, but with a few minor changes. for one, the game was re-titled trivial pursuit: polska to reflect its country of origin. the game also included questions about polish culture and language. this edition of trivial pursuit also included some questions about the history and culture of the country of poland. this polish version of trivial pursuit is mostly the same as the international version. the differences include a few minor tweaks to question topics and a few changes to the game's instructions. this edition of trivial

pursuit also included some questions about the history and culture of the country of poland. this edition is also the only trivial pursuit to include questions about the political history of the country.
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